
Your Guide To College Applications Personal
Essays And Standing Out In Ivy
Applying to college can be an overwhelming process, especially when it comes to
writing personal essays. These essays are a crucial part of your application and
offer an opportunity to showcase your unique experiences, qualities, and
aspirations. In this comprehensive guide, we will explore everything you need to
know about crafting a compelling personal essay that will help you stand out in
the competitive world of Ivy League admissions.

Understanding the Purpose of Personal Essays

Personal essays provide admission officers a glimpse into your personality,
passions, and motivations. They allow you to go beyond your academic
achievements and extracurricular involvement, giving an authentic voice to your
application. These essays play a vital role in helping admissions officers
understand who you are as an individual and how you will contribute to the
campus community. Therefore, approaching them strategically is essential.

Choosing the Perfect Topic

Selecting the right topic for your personal essay is crucial and can make all the
difference in capturing the attention of the admissions committee. Ideally, your
chosen topic should be unique, personal, and relevant to your experiences and
goals. It should tell a story that is compelling and showcases your growth,
resilience, or impact on others. Avoid cliché topics and instead focus on
something that truly sets you apart from other applicants.
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Structuring Your Personal Essay

Once you have decided on a topic, it's time to structure your essay effectively. A
well-organized and coherent essay will be more impactful and engaging to read.
Consider using the following structure:

: Grab the reader's attention with a captivating opening sentence or
anecdote.

Body paragraphs: Present your story with supporting evidence, personal
anecdotes, and reflections.

: Wrap up your essay with a powerful that leaves a lasting impression.

Writing Tips to Stand Out

To truly stand out in Ivy League admissions, you must go beyond the basics.
Here are some writing tips to make your personal essay memorable:

Be authentic: Write in your own voice and be genuine. Admissions officers
can spot insincerity easily.
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Show, don't tell: Instead of simply stating your qualities, provide examples
and anecdotes that demonstrate them.

Be specific: Avoid generalizations and provide specific details to make your
essay more vivid.

Revise and edit: Leave plenty of time for revisions and proofreading. A
polished essay shows professionalism and dedication.

Standing Out in Ivy League Admissions

When applying to Ivy League schools, competition is fierce. Here are some
additional strategies you can employ to make your application shine:

Highlight unique experiences: Identify experiences, achievements, or
obstacles that set you apart from other applicants.

Make connections: Link your interests and experiences to what the Ivy
League school offers academically and socially.

Seek recommendations: Obtain strong letters of recommendation from
teachers, mentors, or supervisors who truly know you and can speak to your
strengths.

Extracurricular involvement: Showcase your commitment, leadership, and
impact in extracurricular activities.

Use your essay to show fit: Demonstrate why you are a perfect match for the
specific Ivy League school and how you will contribute to their community.

Crafting a standout personal essay and standing out in Ivy League admissions
requires time, dedication, and a strong understanding of what admissions officers
are looking for. By choosing a unique topic, structuring your essay effectively, and
employing additional strategies, you can increase your chances of making a



lasting impression. Remember, authenticity and showcasing your individuality are
key in this highly competitive process. Good luck!
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"Empowering students to reach for the stars.”
— Dr. Michele Hernandez, former Dartmouth Assistant Director of Admissions

“This is a must-read for any high schooler overwhelmed by the college process.”
— Tom Kuegler, Huffington Post writer

“Amy's book completely changes the college application landscape, making the
Ivy League possible for students who don't come from a typical, wealthy Ivy
League background.”
—Jessica Zhang, Cornell University student

"The personal stories helped me understand the admission process better,
especially with the checklists at the end of each chapter. Also, Future Ivy gives
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students hope and motivation!”
—Joshua, international high school student

If you want to increase your chances of getting into the Ivy League and top
colleges, you need to read this book.

You may want to get into the Ivies so you can feel accomplished, make your
parents proud, create a better life for your family, be a role model for others, have
more job opportunities, or the money to travel. Whatever your reason, you need
to make yourself stand out among the crowd.

Unfortunately, the competition is fierce and admission rates are rock bottom low.

To stand out among a sea of applicants, you need to know:

The 7 step by step process to building an unforgettable application

How to increase your chances and make up for low grades or scores

How to know what extracurriculars are “good” ones

What to include in your application essay

The secret to having more “time”

How to seem impressive even if you don’t have awards

You will also get access to FREE bonus training videos like how to find
scholarships, what extracurriculars admissions officers value, Common app walk-
through, and much more!

Whether you are starting high school, an international student, or a rising senior,
this book will help you stand out in a sea of applicants.



Get started on your stand out journey by clicking the "Buy Now" button at the top
of the page.
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